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ABOUT & MISSION

CARNIVAL DESIGNS

Tori.X.Designs is a brand created to express everyday creativity.

Through this brand, I aim to show that you can find inspiration

anywhere across the world.

Creating designs for Carnival holds immense significance, as it

embodies our journey towards emancipation. Being a part of a

community that enables me to facilitate self-expression for our

people through my designs is an honor I deeply cherish.

I aim to keep designing and spreading my creations globally,

while also sharing my deep affection for the Caribbean Carnival

culture. It's growing and touching the hearts of people

worldwide, and I will always be a part of that journey.



TANGLED

Taking a captivating journey into the

realm of fairy tales, we  explored the

enchanting world of "happily ever

after," drawing inspiration from

Disney's beloved movie, Tangled.

Infused with the main character's  

palette of pink, purple, and touches

of blue and silver, our design brings

this magical narrative to life. 

On August 5th, 2023, we unveiled a

creation that captures the essence of

this enchanting tale in a stunning and

imaginative way.

MASQUERADER COUNT: 165

THEME: ONCE UPON A 
TIME

2023



THE KINGDOM OF ANCIENT
GREECE

In 400 BC, amidst Greece's well-

known beauty, the ancient city of

Amphipolis witnessed an epic battle

between Spartans and Athenians.

This design embodies Amphipolis'

intense past with a dark and edgy

palette of black, turquoise, beige,

and gold, symbolizing the strength

used to defend this Kingdom's home

and honor. 

In 2022, Ancient Greece's spirit

dominated the stage, taking over the

Toronto streets,

MASQUERADER COUNT: 175

THEME: ANCIENT 
KINGDOMS

2022



MAGIC DUST

What is magic without a touch of Magic Dust to spark things up! This design seamlessly came

together with a soft nude foundation, glistening diamond beads, and the dynamic colours of

beige and royal blue feathers, infusing a touch of sparkle. The result was nothing short of

magical as Magic Dust graced the roads of the 2019 Caribana Parade.

MASQUERADER COUNT: 160

THEME: MAGIC

2019



RED QUEEN

Among the iconic characters from the film Alice in Wonderland, the queen of hearts

stands out as my primary muse. Incorporating shades of red, burgundy, gray, and

highlighted with gold accents, my second creation, "The Red Queen" came to life.

MASQUERADER COUNT: 145

THEME: ALICE IN WONDERLAND

2018



DUBAI

The Dubai night sky served as the inspiration for this design, where a blend of

iridescent purples, blues, and chrome silvers were harmoniously combined to give

rise to the essence of DUBAI.

MASQUERADER COUNT: 110

THEME: AS ONE NATION

2017



TXD CUSTOMS

I create personalized Monday Wear

outfits for numerous carnivals

including Trinidad, Jamaica, St. Lucia,

Miami, and beyond. I begin the

process by engaging in a brief

consultation with each client to

understand their preferences and

creative direction.

A fusion of the client's concepts and

my own creative input is then

translated into a collaborative sketch,

which serves as the blueprint for

bringing the Monday Wear creation

to life.

DESIGN PROCESS

MONDAY WEAR

DESIGNS



LET'S CREATE  !

Contact Us - Tori X Designs

Shanece Dawson

toridesigns01@gmail.com
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@tori.x.designs | @txd.kiddies


